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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK DIVAGATIONS
"This is a book just the way I don't like them," the father of French Symbolism,
Stephane Mallarme, informs the reader in his preface to Divagations: "scattered
and with no architecture." On the heels of this caveat, Mallarme's diverting,
discursive, and gorgeously disordered 1897 masterpiece tumbles forth--and
proves itself to be just the sort of book his readers like most. The salmagundi of
prose poems, prose-poetic musings, criticism, and reflections that is Divagations
has long been considered a treasure trove by students of aesthetics and modern
poetry. If Mallarme captured the tone and very feel of fin-de-siecle Paris, he went
on to captivate the minds of the greatest writers of the twentieth century--from
Valery and Eliot to Paul de Man and Jacques Derrida. This was the only book of
prose he published in his lifetime and, in a new translation by Barbara Johnson, is
now available for the first time in English as Mallarme arranged it. The result is an
entrancing work through which a notoriously difficult-to-translate voice shines in all
of its languor and musicality. Whether contemplating the poetry of Tennyson, the
possibilities of language, a masturbating priest, or the transporting power of
dance, Mallarme remains a fascinating companion--charming, opinionated, and
pedantic by turns. As an expression of the Symbolist movement and as a
contribution to literary studies, Divagations is vitally important. But it is also, in
Johnson's masterful translation, endlessly mesmerizing.
DIVAGATE | DEFINITION OF DIVAGATE BY MERRIAM-WEBSTER
Divagate definition is - to wander or stray from a course or subject : diverge,
digress. The Origin of divagate to wander or stray from a course or subject :
diverge, digress… Divagations is an 1897 prose collection by the French writer
Stéphane Mallarmé. The book introduces the idea of "critical poems", a mixture
between critical essays and prose poems. The book introduces the idea of "critical
poems", a mixture between critical essays and prose poems. In his Divagations,
Mallarme speaks of Rimbaud's brief, unforeseeable appearance in French poetry,
comparing him to some short-lived atmospheric perturbance: "Eclat, lui, d'un
meteore, allume sans motif autre que sa presence, issu seul et s'eteignant"
(CEuvres 512). Divagations has 68 ratings and 6 reviews. Gary said: stephane
mallarmé's poetry is often absolutely untranslatable [but listen to the music in a
line suc... Historical Examples. of divagation. In his finest passages, as in his most
trivial, he is at the mercy of the will-o'-the-wisp of divagation. In Symbolism:
Symbolist literature …of the Symbolists, and his Divagations (1897) remains the
most valuable statement of the movement's aesthetics. In their efforts to escape
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rigid metrical patterns and to achieve freer poetic rhythms, many Symbolist poets
resorted to the composition of prose poems and the use of vers libre (free verse),
which has… The salmagundi of prose poems, prose-poetic musings, criticism,
and reflections that is Divagations has long been considered a treasure trove by
students of aesthetics and modern poetry. It was after the complete revelation that
he understood the romantic innuendoes with which his childhood had been
surrounded, and of which he had never caught the meaning; they having seemed
but part and parcel of the habitual and promiscuous divagations of his too
constructive companion. The title of Mallarmé's Divagations might be translated as
"ramblings" and serves to unite a varied series of prose pieces presenting both
literary history and criticism. In bringing. But when they had sat down, Julius was
little inclined to divagate into an account of his travels. 55) Earlier on, I remarked
that how the Roxana and the British Recluse strands of Applebee's text were to
have cohered remains an insoluble puzzle, because Roxana basically forgets all
about her divagation. DELIRIUM CHAPBOOK #5 The six brand-new stories that
constitute John Maclay's latest collection, Divagations, demonstrate not just his
specialty, the short-short story, but also his depth of style and characterization in
the longer form. The warren of streets that leads the poet towards the creative
center, his many divagations en route, the incessant thump of longing, the crests
and troughs of desire, all come to the fore when one pores into the poetic oeuvre
of the latest Padma Shri awardee from Punjab, the poet Surjit Patar. Reading
Divagations today, we see how resonantly [Mallarmé's] world rhymes with ours:
inequality, sleaze, financial crashes, terrorism and state repression, along with an
acute sense of the spectacular nature of modern life, its commodity-fetishism and
materialism, its paradoxes of plenitude and emptiness. Key to Mallarmé's thinking
is his.
DIVAGATIONS - WIKIPEDIA
Divagations [Angela Thirkell Society] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This delightful publication is the magazine of the Angela Thirkell
Society of North America. You can learn much about your favorite author by
reading it regularly. With Reverso you can find the French translation, definition or
synonym for divagations and thousands of other words. You can complete the
translation of divagations given by the French-English Collins dictionary with other
dictionaries such as: Wikipedia, Lexilogos, Larousse dictionary, Le Robert,
Oxford, Grévisse Translation of divagations from the Collins French to English
Dictionary The to infinitive and the -ing form The to infinitive and the -ing form(the
present participle) can each be used after certain verbs. Listen to your favorite
songs from Divagations by Matthias Ka Now. Stream ad-free with Amazon Music
Unlimited on mobile, desktop, and tablet. Download our mobile app now. a turning
aside (of your course or attention or concern) Whether you're a student, an
educator, or a lifelong learner, Vocabulary.com can put you on the path to
systematic vocabulary improvement. Everything turned quiet, and after a
sweeping exordium, and as a calculated divagation, the author went through the
human knowledges; but clad in such seduction, but irradiating such novelty, but
bedizened in such logical language, so uplifted with vivid color, that we treaded
from surprise to surprise, as if we were in an excursion to the. Contemptuous of
the dumbing down of culture, Kitaj presupposed the existence of an intelligent and
intellectually curious audience willing to meet him halfway in his divagations
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through painting into areas of human experience habitually assumed to be outside
the realm of painting. Furthermore, most of what he has to say about Le Livre also
applies to books of poetry in general: most of the desiderata of Le Livre are simply
hyperbolic ways of expressing the characteristics of Mallarme's conception of
what the more ordinary livres of literature should do, including, perhaps, the
extraordinary book that is the Divagations. divagations nfpl ramblings [+de
malade] ravings. Translation French - English Collins Dictionary . See also:
divulgation, diva, dérivation, diffamation " divagation. Divagations by Stephane
Mallarme, 9780674032408, available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide. Musique : Oliver Wallace et Sammy Fain Paroles : Bob Hilliard
Adaptation française : Louis Sauvat Interprète : Victoria Germain (voix chantée
d'Alice) Les petits chats, les gentils lapins aux. Auto Suggestions are available
once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up
arrow) and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and
enter to select. Divulgation definition is - the act or an instance of divulging or
spreading abroad : publication, disclosure. the act or an instance of divulging or
spreading abroad : publication, disclosure… See the full definition
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